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Posted: 10:03 a.m. Wednesday, July 3, 2013

All quiet on Hawks free agency front 

By Chris Vivlamore

It's Day 3 of NBA free agency and there is not much to report on the Hawks front. The recruitment team remained in Los
Angeles yesterday after meeting with Dwight Howard Monday. They have reportedly also met with restricted free agent Tyreke
Evans.

My belief is the Hawks have to wait until they get an answer from Howard. Having him on the roster would significantly
change what other players they go after. Howard has reportedly left Los Angeles to mull his decision between the Lakers,
Rockets, Mavericks, Warriors and Hawks. Perhaps we will know something by Friday.

I will continue to work the phones in an effort to bring you news. I'm staying away from rumor, from obvious reasons. (Kyle
Korver is "in the bag" to go to Nets. Oh wait, they don't have the money for him.)

Feel free to use this forum to talk about what rumors are out there. I know that they do make for interesting discussions.
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I think korver will be back.

Posted by DS5 at 10:17 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Supposedly Bucks are offering Korver $20MM/3years.

Posted by Mikeyboy4TheU at 10:17 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I want Korver back. Fits the system. Spaces the floor.

Posted by Mikeyboy4TheU at 10:18 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

but not for the the money the bucks are about to throw at him... smh

Posted by 45cop at 10:50 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Peter Vescey says Dwight will render a decision Friday. I'll not hold my breath, though that would be refreshing action on
Dwight's part if it turns out to be true. 

Chad Ford says the Hawks are likely to tank if they don't land D12. Oops, Chad Ford said it, therefore it must be true. 

In other news....don't think we'll keep Korver if the bidding price starts getting up there. He'll as likely as not go to a contender
(or contender hopeful).

Posted by DominanceGreene at 10:51 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Quick question from your experience as a Hawks beat writer for about a year now.Do you feel that Howard decision and the
ace in the hole for Atlanta is Josh Smith saying hey I'm gonna sign back with Atlanta and you come back home and let's
team up together and bring a championship home and create our on legacy?

Posted by 45cop at 10:54 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse
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Tis the gospel. 

Heres' the thing - Hawks tank, what will be the point of having this blog, eh? Oh, the blog lives on, but then what will be the
point of posting? Y'all who were around with the rest of us back in the beginning when Sekou had the joint hopping...you
remember, if vaguely, what it was like. And that was back around the '04 - '05 mark. 

Not a stroll down memory lane I'd like to take, but hey, everything has a beginning, right?

Posted by 45cop at 10:59 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"Quick question from your experience as a Hawks beat writer for about a year now.Do you feel that Howard decision and the
ace in the hole for Atlanta is Josh Smith saying hey I'm gonna sign back with Atlanta and you come back home and let's
team up together and bring a championship home and create our on legacy?"

CViv's probably to busy to answer, but some of us will. 

I'll go ahead and say NO. Smoove is NOT the ace in the hole that many have suggested he is. Dwight needs a bonafide star
OR TWO on a roster. We're talking guys who carry the team by themselves, night to night, on a consistent basis. Front
runners. All-stars. Josh doesn't quite fit the profile. Even more so, Dwight needs that star to be somebody who can work from
the outside and be good at it. Again, Josh doesn't fit the profile. 

What Josh fits is that guy who takes the weak side defensive pressure and rebounding pressure off (when he decides to
rebound, that is) of the main guy. His outside game is lacking in ways that are just...well any Hawks fan knows. 

Sorry, but if Josh is the ace in the hole, he's the second ace, not the first one. If there's a big 3 with Josh involved, he's the
Chris Bosh of that trio. Yeah, sounds like an insult because Bosh is such a punk, but we're talking about star power here. 

It works in Houston, and that's why I think Houston will win. D12 is the man, Harden will still score more but will be a close
second banana, but Josh in that outfit is 3rd. Still, if Josh is your third guy....damn...you're doing well. 

Here - he's the first guy. Hasn't worked out beyond the first round. Then again, same was said of Joe Johnson, and was
true...

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 11:04 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Korver can kick rocks. Only thing he is good for is shooting 3's. If his shot is off he ain't worth a dime. No defense and no ball
handling.

Posted by CoffeeHoops at 11:05 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

If the Hawks want to contend next year IMHO they need to sign and trade Josh for Monroe(Detroit), Aldredge(Portland), or
Iggy(Denver). If one of those deals can not be made, then resign Josh and get the best shooting guard/small forward
available. Why not resign Josh, go after Iggy or Tyreke Evans? Then resign Korver, Teague, and Zaza. That's some really
good players without Dwight. I'm not convinced we need Dwight to win big here.
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Posted by cp229 at 11:14 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

If the Hawks dont get Howard I can see them tanking it. I know some dont believe they will, some dont want to, and some
want to tank but this is just my opinion.

Posted by DS5 at 11:16 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

So is Larry Drew going after the entire 2012-13 Hawks team?

Posted by Just-Joe at 11:16 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I tried to tell y'all Korver would get offered close to $7m a year.

Posted by 45cop at 11:24 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Clyde, 

Korver does exactly what he's paid to do. That said, if we can get some of that production out of Jenkins, we save a bunch of
cash. Then again, Korver moves really well without the ball. Jenkins needs to learn this trick. I don't see us re-signing Korver
unless we were somehow able to land D12, which I do NOT see happening at all. 

Posted by legit at 11:28 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

hawks not getting Howard, hawks not signing Smith,,,they are not good enough to beat Miami,,,who s left to sign,,no one.
Hawks is going to tank the season,,,

Posted by Ms_Dee at 11:32 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

45cop,

I wouldnt be so quick to say that Josh isnt an "ace in the hole" where Dwight is concern...as good as what Houston can offer
Dwight, he STILL asked for another star to join forces with him,,im gonna assume he is speaking of his buddy Josh. Now if
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Ferry and CMB informed Dwight in their meeting how him and a PG can symbolizes what the Spurs were able to do in the
Finals, Dwight can then see himself coming to a team with that system in mine for him. Adding a Tyreke Evans who can
create for others and great at drawing fouls in the lane for And-Ones could be a selling point for Dwight. Josh can be the
Ginobli of the Spurs (probably not a compliment at this moment considering how Ginobli was actually the Josh of the
Finals), while having Horford as your PF..a front court to die far!! The starting 5 could look like
this..Teague/Evans/Josh/Horford/Howard. WOW!! Backups are: Schroeder or Mack/LouWill or Jenkins/Korver/Ivan/Muscala
with Nogueira returning overseas..may keep Zaza but as extra on bench with Mike Scott joining him...Thats 14 on roster
while leaving a spot open for possibly trades down the line..I LIKE IT!!

Posted by 45cop at 11:33 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

CoffeeHoops, 

I can't see Detroit letting Monroe go for Josh. 

Monroe put up 16 ppg, 9.6 rpg, 3.5 apg, and 1.3 spg....in his third year, no less....while shooting 49% from the field and 69%
from the free throw line. 

All that from a 3rd year 6'11" 250 lb guy who KNOWS he is supposed to be getting his bread and butter close to the basket?
The only thing he doesn't do is block shots. I smell a younger, faster, more agile Al Jefferson...and that's just looking at the
numbers. 

Yeah, I WISH Detroit would do that trade, but I think we know better. 

Can't see Portland making such a deal with the established all-star caliber Aldridge, either. 

Denver might be willing to swing such a deal, but then again, they might not. They refused to match the offer sheet that Sacto
sent Iggy's way. That says something...

Posted by DominanceGreene at 11:36 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

45 cop I have to disagree Josh wouldn't be the Chris Bosh of a big three here in Atlanta he's more then a one trick pony
which Bosh is night in and night out and with Al and Josh on the front line with Dwight you already have the best defensive
front court in basketball and in the Spurs system you want have to worry about Josh jacking up shots because the calls for
low post dominance which we would have and with Josh cutting to the lane and basket whose gonna stop that and Al pick
and pop game leaves room for wide open lanes for Teague and Lou to go straight to the basket on most nights all game
long

Posted by -OBrien- at 11:39 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Good fit or bad fit: Josh Smith and the Detroit Pistons.

Jared Dubin, Hardwood Paroxysm: Good fit for Josh's bank account, but bad on-court fit for the Pistons. The spacing
problems presented by a Smith-Greg Monroe-Andre Drummond frontcourt would be hellacious, and would almost certainly
offset the potential defensive gains made by pairing Smith with Drummond.

D.J. Foster, ClipperBlog: Bad fit. Detroit's best player (Greg Monroe) is a power forward. Andre Drummond needs time at the
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5. Josh Smith, he of the 28 percent career average from 3-point land, is not a small forward. But aside from insulting the
concept of spacing? Well, it's still awful. Can Joe Dumars really overspend in free agency again when his roster isn't ready to
compete? It's Groundhog Day in Detroit.

Tom Haberstroh, ESPN.com: Bad fit. Did the Infamous Summer of 2009 not teach Dumars anything? Cap space to Detroit is
like a bright light to a mosquito: It looks cool, but it doesn't get you anywhere. As a non-glamour market, the Pistons often find
themselves egregiously overpaying free agents (see: Ben Gordon and Charlie Villanueva). Better to let Greg Monroe and
Andre Drummond blossom than have Smith poison the frontcourt with horrible shots.

Brett Koremenos, HoopSpeak: Good fit ... maybe. It all depends on how the Pistons utilize Smith and shore things up at point
guard following his signing. If Detroit keeps Smith strictly as a 4 (his best spot) and rotates Monroe and Drummond around
him, the Pistons will make huge strides. If Smith gets bounced back and forth between the forward spots and the Pistons
can't find a suitable point guard, this signing could turn out to be a mess.

Jeremy Schmidt, Bucksketball: Bad fit. Detroit is set at the 4 and 5 for the next four or five years with Drummond and Monroe.
They are going to need room to operate. That's where Smith fails to come in. He'll be a non-3-point shooting 3 instead of a
very versatile small-ball 4.

http://espn.go.com/nba/story/_/page/5-on-5-130702/nba-good-bad-nba-free-agent-fits

Posted by 45cop at 11:44 a.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Ms Dee, 

Hate to disagree with you, but I just don't think that Josh is the ace in the hole for ATL that he is for Houston. 

I totally get what you're saying, but look at it this way - 

Houston ALREADY HAS James Harden. What has Harden done? He made a Finals run with OKC. He then silenced every
critic by going to Houston and leading that team. His stats were better than a lot of folks said he could do. His effect was
obvious (not enough to make them a great team, but obvious). 

Ferry and CMB can put a guy like Tyreke Evans on the offer table, but they don't HAVE him yet. On top of that, what as Tyreke
done? He won Rookie of the Year. That's it. He hasn't won. Worse yet, he's become accustomed to losing to the point of
where, statistically at least, his game has regressed. 

Granted, the idea of a D12/Horford/Smith frontcourt is monstrous and sounds like a lot for other teams to fear. And the sound
of that whole lineup could be a world-beater. 

But you have to convince D12 that not only is that whole lineup going to work (really, how do Al and Josh fit in there with
Dwight from a nuts and bolts perspective?) but he can win and compete for championships for years to come. 

Dwight's gotta have shooters around him for this to work. Horford + Smith = shooters? No. How about Evans? Well, yes to an
extent. Teague? Work in progress, but better. Both guys are more scorer than shooter. 

D12 knows this. I'm not saying it's impossible, I'm saying Houston has a better shot at things. But it's just my opinion.
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